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Here Are A Few IF YOU PREFER . . . ALSO AVAILABLE

REICHARD’S GRANULAR FERTILIZER
Reichard’s Granular is the same Animal Base Fertilizer

you have depended on for years. There is no change in
its formula. The Ingredients remain the same. The only
change is that it is made in granular form for easier, more
convenient handling and application. It remains the
premium fertilizer at regular fertilizer prices.

USE THIS
FAST ACTION DRY FERTILIZER!

Here are some important reasons
Faster more even application
Freer flowing
Less corrosion of equipment
No caking or clogging

■ —No drifting or dusting
Easier handling y

No fertilizer left in bags
Complete formula in every granule

AVAILABLE IN ALL RECOMMENDED ANALYSIS.

Important Advantages
* SAVES LABOR —No extra hands needed. The backache is
gone. No bags to lift. Frees time for other farm chores.

.

* SAVES TIME 16 to 20 acres per hour with ordinary equip-
ment. Apply in any kind of weather to get crops planted in time.

* MORE EVEN APPLICATION Positive control of rate of
application gives more even distribution. Even growth of crops
for easier harvest.

* QUICKLY AVAILABLE TO PLANTS No waiting for rainy
weather for soil conversion. Plants respond fast in dry weather.

* NO CAKING OR CLOGGING Equipment last longer. Non-
posionous. Not hard on hands or eyes.

* NUTRIENT UNITS SAME IN LIQUID As in dry fertilizer.
A complete plant food with the same N-P-K content as a com-
parable analysis of dry fertilizer.

* NO STORAGE PROBLEMS Formulas can be mixed on
short notice. Large storage tanks on our premises,
filled almost immediately.

Orders

Easy "Do It Yourself”
Method Of Application

* LOWER TOTAL FERTILIZER COST All handling and ma-
terial costs considered you pay less for an equivalent amount of
plant response. Cost is identical with dry fertilizer.

AVAILABLE in all recommended analysis

APPLY yourself or by Custom Application
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This is all you need 1
Tractor Mounted Sprayer...,looo Gallon
,6Nurse” Tank....Two Drums
The minimum equipment necessary to do a thorough, efficient
job of applying Reichard’s Liquid Fertilizer is a tractor mounted
sprayer, a 1000 gallon “nurse” tank and 2 drums.
The boom sprayer may be used for weed killer and insecticide,
spraying. This gives you additional use of the equipment

*

thoroughout the growing season.
The sprayer can be serviced by a 1000 gallon “nurse” tank skid
mounted on your truck making easy removal possible and per* ,

mitting truck to be free for additional farm jobs. The nurse
tank can be used for hauling liquid fertilizer from the factory,
hauling water and spraying materials or storage, i

Two drums mounted on the tractor can often be obtained with-
out cost.
You are not making an investment in equipment to do only one
job but as pointed out above many farm operations may be in-
cluded the more uses, the lower the cost.

Reichard’s Liquid Fertilizer
Can be delivered in bulk to your farm and readily applied. No
mixing is necessary as it is a complete plant food formulated to
your needs. C. M. Weaver maintains equipment for custom ap-
plication of liquid fertilizer, manned by experienced operators.
Details may be had upon inquiry.

CALL C. M. WEAVER NEW HOLLAND 4-7850

C. M. Weaver, New Holland RD2, Box 315
I am interested in learning more about how I can save labor, time and

money by using Reichard’s Hi-Available Liquid Fertilizer on my farm. Let'
me have details without obligation.

Name .... rr-

Box. No R. D

Town State

Or Mail ThisCoupon
Now For More Information
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